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Guidelines for registering home & garden products

Be sure to register the following items when newly registering a product.


Product name:



Brand name and manufacturer name



Image(s)



Product specifications and explanation



Browse Node ID

1. Registering products names
Register product names in the following order to communicate product information
simply and accurately.

〔Manufacturer〕 〔brand name〕 〔product name〕 〔specifications/color, size, type,
quantity, etc.〕〔model number〕
Example: THERMOS 真空断熱ケータイマグ ワンタッチオープンタイプ 0.5L レッド JMY-501 R
(Thermos Portable Insulated Vacuum Mug One-Touch Opening Type 0.5 L red
JMY501 R)
・ 〔Manufacturer〕 Provide the manufacturer’s name (e.g., Le Creuset, Panasonic, 山善
(Yamazen), etc.).
・ 〔Brand name〕 Provide the brand name (e.g., Teema, Gopan, etc.).

(The brand

name may be omitted if the brand name and the manufacturer’s name are
identical.)
・ 〔Product name〕 Provide the product’s official name. (The product name may be
omitted if the brand name and the product name are identical.)
・ 〔Specifications/color, size, type, quantity, etc.〕 Provide the color, type, and
characteristic specifications (e.g., プラズマクラスター (Plasmacluster), etc.) of the
product.
・ 〔Model number〕 Provide the manufacturer’s model number.
・ Do not include search keywords in the product name. Use appropriate provided
attribute/field for keywords.
Important points
・ Separate each entry with half-width spaces.
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・ Keep product names to within 50 full-width spaces (including spaces). Shorter is
better.
・ Use full-width katakana characters.
・ Enter spaces, alphabetic letters, numerals, and hyphens as half-width characters.
・ Do not use Type 1 High ASCII characters, other special characters, or
machinedependent characters.
・ Do not include adjectives, catch phrases, or symbols that are not actually part of
the product name.
Inappropriate examples: “大人気の,” “簡単,” “すぐできる,” “！,” “☆,” “♪,” “ギフトにぴっ
たり,” “送料無料” (“All the rage,” “simple,” “easy to do,” “!,” “☆,”“♪,””a great
gift,” “free shipping”)
Prohibited items in registration of product information
・ Do not include “セール、” “OFF 率、” “激安,” (“sale,” “% off,” “price slashed”) etc., in
the product name. Use the following settings for these notations:
For “% off,” enter MSRP→manufacturer’s suggested retail price, Sale Price→sale
price.
・ Do not include “送料無料 (free shipping),” etc., in the product name. Use the
following settings for these notations:
i) When offering free shipping for a limited time: Provide notification using the
promotion setting.
Setting method: https://sellercentral-japan.amazon.com/gp/help/60961
ii) When offering free shipping for an unlimited time: Change the setting on the
shipping fee overwrite setting.
Setting method: https://sellercentral-japan.amazon.com/gp/help/200212820

2. Registering brands
It is important to register an appropriate brand name in order to enhance convenience
for purchasers. Before registering the brand name of a product you wish to register,
conduct a search within the Amazon website to find if the brand name already exists.
If there are variations of a same brand name, please use the one with the largest
number since ustomers tend to click on those brand names that are tied to many
products.
As a rule, English brand names are displayed in the Home & Garden store in the order
“English (katakana),” as in Le Creuset (ルクルーゼ), and Japanese brand names are
displayed in Japanese, as in 和平フレイズ (Wahei Freiz).
Please register the same name for the brand name and manufacturer name.
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3. Image registration
All images registered in the catalogue must comply with all terms and conditions of applicable
use guidelines (including these Guidelines) and agreements.

You must possess the rights

required for posting images or have received appropriate permission for posting.

3.1. The importance of registering main images
Main product images not only serve as a vital communication tool that motivates
users to purchase, they also play an important role in guiding users from the search
results page to the product details page.

It is important to use high-quality images

that plainly show the product and minimize possible misunderstanding by the
customer.
Example of a search results page:

3.2. Basic guidelines for main images
i) Main images should have as white a background as possible. However, if the
product’s outline will be hard to see against a white background because its own
color is white, or if the product’s size or characteristics will be difficult to discern
without a background, use a faintly colored background (e.g., blue, gray, etc.) or
display it with another material (e.g., on a luncheon mat, etc.). In such cases,
make sure that the product itself is conspicuous (and that the background is simple
and does not interfere with the product’s representation).
ii) Use an image that prominently features the product in the center.
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iii) Because curtains, rugs, bedspreads, and other such items are difficult to
represent in their entirety, it is permissible to use a main image that depicts
the product in use so long as it does not invite misunderstanding. In addition,
if grasping how a general household product is used from an image alone is
difficult, it is permissible to use a main image that shows the product in use.
In such cases, take care to ensure that the background is as nondescript as
possible in order to highlight the product.
iv) Product names are displayed largely together with main images in the search
results and product details pages. This makes it important to prepare product
names that are minimized yet convey necessary information without causing
confusion or misunderstanding.

3.3. Prohibited items in main images
Use of the following items is prohibited, as they can hamper consumers’ ability to
discern the product’s properties and cause misunderstanding. Your strict compliance
is requested here in order to avoid problems with customers. The following items are
also prohibited in supplemental explanations under the product name.
A) Writing or lettering (Watermark-type lettering featuring the seller’s name is also
prohibited.)
B) Borders
C) Images showing a product quantity that is other than the quantity to be sold
D) Images showing all variations (colors, sizes, etc.) together
E) Images that could invite misunderstanding by showing the product together with
non-product items in a way that suggests they form a “set”
Bad main images (example 1): The image shows a two-piece product set together with
another two-piece product set. It is highly possible that customers could get the
mistaken impression that the set contains four pieces.

Bad main images (example 2): These are examples of images containing borders,
color variations, lettering, and poorly highlighted and difficult-to-see products. Also
shown is a color sample image used as a main image.
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Bad main images (example 3): The product is only part of the photograph and does not stand
out.

It is not clear which item is the product being sold.

(Left image: The curtain is the product. Right image: The curtain pole is the image.)

Ideal main images
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Acceptable main images
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4. Browse Node registration
4.1. Browse Nodes and Browse Trees
Amazon classifies each category’s products into specific levels so that purchasers can
find products easily.

The category paths that branch off from product categories

into sub-categories are called “Browse Nodes.” “Node IDs” define each Browse Node
with a number.

The entire structure of category items that are segmentalized in this

way is called the “Browse Tree.”
Browse Nodes come in the following two forms, with each having its own purpose.
•

Branch Node: A Browse Node of a sub-category without a terminal node. It is
used in store design. It is not used in product registration.

•

Leaf Node: A Browse Node of a terminal category at the end point. It is used
when registering products.

On the Amazon website, the Browse Tree appears as a navigational tool on the left
side.

Browse Tree
Branch Nodes

Leaf Nodes

4.2. Registering Leaf Nodes
Search for and register the Leaf Node ID for the product, using the Browse Tree Guide
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(BTG) in Seller Central as a reference. Items displayed in black lettering in the
Browse Tree Guide are Leaf Nodes; they are used in product registration.

Items

appearing in gray lettering are Branch Nodes; do not use these nodes.

×
○

16428051

Home & gardening/interior, furniture, bedding/furniture/chair

392257011

Home & gardening/interior, furniture, bedding/furniture/office chair

*Download the Browse Tree Guide by clicking here.

5. Product specifications and product explanation
Use the product specifications item to register summaries of product performance, size,
power consumption, etc., as well as general explanations of specifications. Product
specifications will appear on the product page in bullet point form.
Please use the product specifications to register objective and easy-to-understand
explanations of product use and brief product descriptions.
Important points
・ Please understand that because multiple sellers share the same product page,
posting information that is unique to a specific seller is prohibited. Use the
promotion function to provide customers with information on free shipping, free
gifts, etc., that you offer.
・ Please register objective product explanations, paying full attention to stipulations of
the Act against Unjustifiable Premiums and Misleading Representations and
Pharmaceutical Affairs Act. Subjective expressions, deceptive advertising, and
expressions extolling effects or efficacy are prohibited.
・ Do not use Type 1 High ASCII characters (e.g., ®, ©, ™, etc.) or other special
characters.
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6. Listing Private-Label Products
In the event that you make original modifications to an off-brand product manufactured by
another company and then list it as an original private-label product, we ask that you
adhere to the following.

1) Print or engrave the brand name or brand logo on the product itself or its packaging.
2) Register an image in which item #1 can be clearly discerned.
3) List the brand name in the product name.
4) Register the applicable brand name in the brand name field.

Please be aware that all products that do not meet the conditions above must be listed as
“off-brand products.”

7. Registering parallel imports
When selling a parallel import, be sure to register it by acquiring a code that is separate
from the JAN/EAN/UPC codes used for products distributed through authorized dealers
and channels in Japan. Also, be sure to follow the following registration rules.
Amazon.co.jp will terminate the sales of products that are not in compliance.
A. Clearly note in the product name that the product is a “parallel import” in order to
distinguish it from products distributed though authorized dealers and channels in
Japan.
Example: 【並行輸入品】 WEDGWOOD フェスティビティ アイボリ- プレート 27cm FEI P27 (Festivity
ivory plate 27cm FEI P27 【parallel import】)
B. Product specifications and explanation
Be sure to note differences with products distributed though authorized dealers and
channels in Japan in line with the following items.
(a) Packaging conditions (or difficulty distinguishing between new and
used items from packaging conditions)
(b) Notation of the inapplicability of manufacturer-issued product
warranties in Japan and of the content of warranties provided by the
seller, if any
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(c) Notation of the fact that explanations concerning country of origin,
product specifications, and trademarks are in a foreign language, and
of the availability of instructions in Japanese
(d) Existence of accessories and their differences with genuine products
C. Parallel import electrical products that have not been approved under the Electrical
Appliances and Material Safety Act (i.e., received the PSE mark) may not be sold on
Amazon.co.jp.
D. Products that are not compliant with other Japanese laws may not be sold on
Amazon.co.jp.
Please see the following webpage for the definition of “parallel import.”
http://www.amazon.co.jp/gp/help/customer/display.html/?nodeId=200940690

8. Refinement
Amazon classifies products into specific genres (categories) so that purchasers can find
products easily. Each category is then further segmentalized into stratified category items
(Browse Nodes). Here, purchasers can use the “refinement” function to further narrow
down their searches for products belonging to particular Browse Nodes in terms of
material, size, or other parameters.
For example, if a customer is searching for a two-handled cooking pot, he can narrow
down his search in terms of material (e.g., “aluminum” or “stainless steel”) and size (“1920 cm pot” or “21-22 cm pot”).

List of two-handled cooking pots

Results of a search of two-handled pots by setting the parameters “stainless steel” or
“porcelain enamel” and “19-20 cm” or “21-22 cm” using the refinement function.
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8.1. Refinement attibutes and values
Amazon sets refinement attributes in each product category based on product
characteristics. These items are highly convenient for customers and frequently used.
Refinement attributes and values as of May 11, 2010: Attached Table 1
Refinement attributes and values are updated each time that Browse Nodes are
changed.
The most recent update was made on October 5, 2011.
For those refinement attributes appearing in the website that are not included in the
above-mentioned list, Amazon’s system automatically extracts and sorts specific
character strings in product names. Please see “1.4. Method for tying products to
automatic refinement attributes” for details on registering products to be tied to
automatically prepared refinement attributes.
Refinement items may be added to or modified whenever product category items
(Browse Nodes) are reorganized. Whenever you register a product, be sure to set
refinement items by downloading the latest list of refinement items and values from
the following link.
List of refinement items for Home & Garden https://s3.amazonaws.com/sellerguide/jp/MA10046W/MA10046W.xls

8.2. Tying products to refinement items
i)

When registering a product from Seller Central, enter the appropriate
refinement value into “search keyword” in “product details:
recommendation” on the product registration screen. When registering a
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product using the inventory file template for Home & Garden, enter the
appropriate refinement value in the “SearchTerms1-5” item.
ii) Please note that your product will not be correctly tied to the refinement
item if the value you enter and the refinement value do not match
perfectly. Enter alphabetic numerals as half-width characters and kana as
full-width characters. Method for tying products to automatic refinement
items

8.3. Brand refinements
Brands that you enter in product registration also become target items of the automatic
refinement function. It is important to register an appropriate brand name to enhance
convenience for purchasers. Before registering the brand name of a product you wish
to newly register, conduct a search within the Amazon website to find the brand name
notations that are tied to the most products. Customers tend to click on those brand
names that are tied to many products.
As a rule, English brand names are displayed in the Home & Garden store in the
order “English (katakana),” as in Le Creuset (ルクルーゼ), and Japanese brand names
are displayed in Japanese, as in 和平フレイズ.

Display of the refinements for specific brands

Example of two entries registered under the same brand:
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